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This document explains the benefits of using Mira Connect in meeting spaces that utilize Microsoft Teams and other soft codecs and showcases 
common applications and connection diagrams. 

Microsoft Teams is a platform for collaborating with local and remote teams. It includes video meetings, workplace 
chat, file storage, and application integration. Meeting spaces utilizing Microsoft Teams often include other audio and video 
equipment, such as displays, video switchers, projectors, DSP audio devices, and more.

Mira Connect is an award-winning smart touch panel for controlling audio/visual (A/V) systems in conference rooms, 
huddle rooms, lecture halls, classrooms, retail, hospitality, court rooms, and other spaces. Mira Connect provides an intuitive, 
touch-based user interface so room users can easily control the equipment in the room and focus their attention on their 
meetings. 
  

How Mira Connect Enhances Meeting Spaces That Use Microsoft Teams
Mira Connect is the control system that delivers intuitive user control of all of your Microsoft Teams meeting room AV equipment. While Mira 
Connect does not control Microsoft Teams directly – as Microsoft does not offer a third-party API – Mira Connect can dial Microsoft Teams calls 
directly when using video conferencing room systems that dial into Microsoft Teams through a cloud-video interop service.  Examples are shown 
in the next few pages where Mira Connect can control standards-based video codecs.

Some of the benefits to adding a Mira Connect control system in spaces that are utilizing Microsoft Teams are as follows:

1. Mira Connect controls A/V products from many manufacturers, including displays, video switchers, 
projectors, DSP audio devices, lighting, cameras, and more.

Mira Connect supports audio mute and volume control of DSP devices, control of video switchers, open standards video conferencing 
systems, lighting systems, projectors, AV receivers, and more. Many popular devices from the following list of manufacturers can be 
controlled with Mira Connect.
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2. No programming is required to configure room control with 
Mira Connect.

Mira Connect replaces traditional, complicated and expensive control system 
products in both existing and new installations.  Unlike those other products, Mira 
Connect doesn’t need any programming because we’ve done it for you already.  

3. Mira Connect protects your investment in your existing 
equipment.

Mira Connect supports many devices, enabling end users to typically preserve all 
or most of their existing equipment investment instead of having to replace still-
functioning  equipment.  And when it is time to update equipment, integrating 
the new equipment with Mira Connect is just as easy.   

If a piece of equipment is not yet supported by Mira Connect, please contact Aveo 
Systems to see whether it is in the process of being added or can be added to the 
queue.  We do our best to support your equipment needs.

4. Mira Connect offers a consistent, intuitive, and user-friendly 
interface.

When a Mira Connect is integrated with A/V equipment in a room, the interface 
is automatically created based on that equipment.  Only the functionality to be 
controlled appears on the user interface – no more “dead buttons” that don’t do 
anything.  

While A/V equipment may vary among different rooms, Mira Connect’s user 
interface will be consistent, eliminating fear of the unfamiliar.

5. Mira Connect offers remote control for AV/IT Teams.

AV/IT Team members with proper permissions to access Mira Connect’s cloud-
based management system (called Mira Portal) can use the same user interface 
from Mira Connect in their browser to assist users in the room and manage 
rooms from afar.

6. Mira Connect offers Mira Connect Me touchless A/V 
Control for room users.

For room users who prefer not to touch a shared touchscreen or just prefer 
the flexibility of controlling their system from their own personal devices, 
Aveo Systems offers the patent pending Mira Connect Me feature. 

Room users can point their device’s camera at a secure QR code on the 
Mira Connect touchscreen or type a displayed passcode in a browser on 
their laptop.  The Mira Connect user interface shows up in seconds. 

7. Mira Connect works with a variety of meeting and 
collaboration tools.

For meeting spaces where participants use a variety of collaboration tools 
in addition to Microsoft Teams, such as WebEx, Zoom, GoToMeeting, etc.  
Mira Connect can be used with UCWorkspace’s Quicklaunch which can 
launch any of those video applications with one-touch and can also launch 
the Mira Connect interface to control the A/V equipment and lighting in 
the room.

Mira Connect is like a professional
‘universal remote’ that replaces 

manufacturer-specific controllers 
and remotes with ONE  

easy-to-use touch panel
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Typical Conference Room with Microsoft Teams

Conference rooms range from small huddle spaces that support one to three participants to larger rooms meant for more participants.  When 
rooms accommodate four or more people, good microphone pickup and sound playback into the room is critical for effective communication 
with remote participants.  In these rooms there may be a dedicated computer for collaboration running Microsoft Teams and other soft codecs, 
multiple displays (or projectors and screens to manage) with local or remote content sources to display, a video switcher, cable TV tuner, one or 
more cameras, and guest computers that can share the room’s resources.  Guests can leverage the rooms resources for their own soft codec / 
collaboration tools.

Application Summary:

• Users join Microsoft Teams calls using the PC’s user interface.
• Distributed microphones with a DSP audio system improve audio quality for the 

remote participants.
• Distributed loudspeakers improve room audio coverage.
• USB room peripherals allow guest users to connect their computer to the room’s 

resources and use their own collaboration tools.
• Video switchers or a display with multiple inputs can be used to manage multiple 

video sources in the room.

Mira Connect can control:

• Camera selection, positioning, and recalling camera presets of VISCA-compatible 
cameras

• Display power and source selection
• Video switcher source selection to the displays
• USB switcher source selection to share peripherals with guest computers
• DSP audio mute and volume control
• Wired or wireless microphone 

reinforcement mute and level 
control into the room

• Cable TV tuner for selecting 
channels

• Contact closures for raising/
lowering screens

• Lighting scenes and lighting zone 
adjustment (not shown)

Mira Connect benefits 
include:

• Consistent user interface for 
controlling the equipment in the 
room

• Easy to change equipment and 
add new features

• Room can be controlled remotely 
by AV/IT teams

• Supports touchless control with 
Mira Connect Me

Mira Connect user interface showing camera 
selection and positioning.
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  Open Standards Codecs with Cloud-Video Interop Service   
 Poly Codec with RealConnect License for Microsoft Teams or Pexip Interop Service

For rooms with dedicated video conferencing systems such as a Poly video codec with Microsoft Teams integration (available through a Poly 
RealConnect software license) or other open standards video codecs with interop services such as Pexip, users can dial Microsoft Teams with Mira 
Connect controlling the video conferencing systems.  

Application Summary:

• Users join Microsoft Teams calls from the open standards video codec with 
calls dialed using Mira Connect.

• Distributed microphones with a DSP audio system improve audio  quality for 
the remote participants.

• Distributed loudspeakers improve room audio coverage.
• User directory contacts are directly accessible for quick dialing of contacts’ 

audio and video numbers.
• DSP audio system with telephony interface supports dialing audio 

conferencing directly.
• Calendar invitations allow one-touch dialing from Mira Connect.

Mira Connect can control:

• Poly or Cisco codec dialing directly, from directories, or from calendar 
invitations

• DSP audio conferencing dialing (PSTN or VoIP) or VoIP directly from the 
codec

• Camera positioning and recalling camera presets on the codec
• Display power and source selection
• Content start/stop on the codec
• Video switcher source selection for content sources 

or for managing the outputs of the codec to the 
displays

• DSP audio mute and volume control
• Wired or wireless microphone reinforcement mute 

and level control into the room
• Cable TV tuner for selecting channels
• Contact closures for raising/lowering screens
• Lighting scenes and lighting zone adjustment (not 

shown)

Mira Connect benefits include:

• One-touch dialing of open standards codecs from 
calendar invitations

• Consistent user interface for controlling all the 
equipment in the room

• Easy to change equipment and add new features
• Rooms can be controlled remotely by AV/IT teams

• Supports touchless control with Mira Connect Me

Mira Connect user interface showing one-touch 
dialing options for a scheduled meeting.
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UCWorkspace Quicklaunch

For rooms that need to support more than one soft codec (including Microsoft Teams) while also allowing users to run other applications on the 
room’s computer, UCWorkspace’s Quicklaunch is a PC-based meeting user interface that allows users to run different soft clients while also using 
the PC’s applications.  

The room computer running Quicklaunch is connected to the room’s display 
while a second HDMI output cable can be connected to a separate passive 
touch panel such as a Logitech Tap or Mimo touch display.  By customizing 
Quicklaunch’s Action Tiles, Mira Connect’s browser-based remote control 
user interface can be displayed on the secondary touch panel.  The Mira 
Connect device can be installed on the table, in a wall, or elsewhere in the 
room.

Application Summary:

• Launch Microsoft Teams (and other soft codec) calls using Quicklaunch’s 
user interface.

• Users can run their own applications on the Quicklaunch computer.
• Distributed microphones using a DSP audio system improve audio 

quality.
• Distributed loudspeakers improve room audio coverage.
• DSP audio system can support audio conferencing directly.
• Mira Connect can be used on a table or wall-mounted.
• Can use a Logitech Tap, Mimo, or other passive touchscreen to show 

Mira Connect user interface via a Quicklaunch action tile.
• Adding a USB switcher allows guest users to share the room’s resources.

Mira Connect controls:

• Camera positioning and camera presets on VISCA-
controlled cameras 

• Display power and source selection
• Video switcher source selection
• USB switcher source selection (not shown)
• Cable TV tuner channel selection
• Contact closures for raising/lowering screens
• Lighting scenes and lighting zone adjustment
• DSP audio mute and volume control

Mira Connect benefits include:

• Mira Connect can be wall-mounted while Quicklaunch 
touch display is on the table 

• Consistent user interface regardless of the equipment 
in the room

• Easy to change equipment and add new features
• Equipment in the room can be controlled remotely by 

AV/IT teams

• Supports touchless control with Mira Connect Me
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Integrated Room System

Larger, or more integrated rooms, may include additional audio and video capabilities with one or more projectors (possibly with screen lifts), 
lighting control, occupancy sensors, and blinds and shades.  A Mira Connect smart touch controller lets users manage their room while using a 
Windows-based computer for joining Microsoft Teams calls or other popular soft codecs on the room’s computer (typically only one soft codec is 
installed).  Guests can also connect their laptop to the system and leverage the room’s resources with their local collaboration tools.

Application Summary:

• Users join Microsoft Teams calls (or other soft codecs) using the PC’s user interface.
• USB room peripherals allow guest users to connect their computer to the room’s 

resources and use their own collaboration tools.
• Multiple cameras can cover presenters and room participants.
• Distributed microphones with DSP audio system allows participants to be heard by 

the remote participants.
• Distributed loudspeakers allow remote participants to be heard.

Mira Connect controls:

• DSP audio conferencing dialing (PSTN or VoIP)
• Camera selection, positioning, and recalling camera presets of VISCA-compatible 

cameras
• Display power and source selection
• Video switcher source selection
• USB switcher source selection
• DSP audio mute and volume control
• Wired or wireless microphones for sound reinforcement with mute and volume control
• Lighting scenes and lighting zone adjustment 
• Shades and blinds positioning via the lighting scenes
• Cable TV tuner for selecting channels (coming soon)

Mira Connect benefits include:

• Mira Connect can be wall-mounted or placed on a table for positioning flexibility
• Saves time and money relative to programming traditional control systems
• Consistent user interface regardless of the equipment in the room
• Easy to change equipment and add new features

• Supports touchless control with Mira Connect Me
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Mira Connect Me allows Mira Connect users to easily and securely 
control their room from their own mobile device or computer.

Hesitant to touch a shared touchscreen?  Use Mira Connect Me.

What Customers Are Saying

“ I really like the simplicity, ease 
of setup, and intuitive operation 
that come with Mira Connect. It has 
significantly reduced our programming 
time and the number of help desk 
calls as opposed to more complicated 
system control interfaces. ”
D.M., AV Engineer, integration firm

“ Mira Connect requires a lot less 
training to get people up to speed.  
It allows us to be able to control 
our cameras from the Mira Connect 
touchscreen.  It can set different input 
sources – pretty awesome! ”
M.M., VP of IT, End User

“ The interface on our Mira Connect Classic is intuitive 
and straightforward. Users can find the meeting 
schedules quickly and are able to join a selected meeting 
with one touch button. 

Our IT department loves the fact that we can remotely 
manage the device via Mira Portal with minimum 
downtime. We are very pleased that the Mira Connect 
can be integrated with our Outlook calendar and 
Microsoft Teams meetings seamlessly.”
S.C., ITS Group Leader, End User

About Aveo Systems
Aveo Systems is a leading provider of intuitive and easy-to-use solutions for audio, video, and collaboration, improving how systems are used and managed by 
customers worldwide.  

Aveo Systems and the Aveo logo are registered trademarks.  All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
v1.04 March 2023

Mira Connect Is Designed for Many Applications

Mira Connect is perfect for many applications where an intuitive user interface is required for users.  Examples include zoned audio control, 
lighting control, presentation systems, A/V receivers, multiple displays, and tuners.  Have an application in mind?  Contact us so we can help.

See our applications guide: https://aveosystems.com/wp-content/uploads/product_pdfs/Mira_Connect_Applications_Guide.pdf for examples of 
where Mira Connect can be used.

Interested In Learning More?

Contact us and we’ll answer questions, set up a demo, show you how you can demo it yourself online using UI Preview, or recommend a partner 
who can help you.  Send us an e-mail at sales@aveosystems.com or call us at 678-653-7090.  

You can experience Mira Connect with a self-guided Mira Connect tour available from: https://aveosystems.com/self-guided-tour/. 

https://aveosystems.com/wp-content/uploads/product_pdfs/Mira_Connect_Applications_Guide.pdf
https://aveosystems.com/self-guided-tour/

